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Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose have been investigating mysteries for some time when they witness an armed robbery and chase a suspect who is ultimately fatally shot on their way home from school. Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose analyze the evidence on the spot, but when the police do not have the suspects corpse and information from the murderer, they decide to investigate further. Their plan is to solve the murders by following the track of evidence for clues. They start by following the trail of the killer?s finger prints and then a set of teeth, and eventually trace the murderer to a nearby island. Dink... The mysteries continue to focus on the lives of the children and the town of Green Lawn, as well as the unraveling of the world that they live in. The book is written in first person narrative in past tense from the view of the children. This is
a simple, direct story for chapter book readers, and is easy to read with very few words. Its fast paced, dramatic, and a little quirky but its nothing too challenging. The narration is very descriptive and the book is entertaining, and although is fairly short at about 150 pages, its long enough to give the young adult character of the series a chance to feel more like an adult and less like a child. But perhaps that's why the stories are so resonant and well-written, particularly Dinks. I certainly appreciated that her experiences werent too far removed from my own. That said, there were a few things in this book that bothered me. First, the book has a nice arc, with Dinks and Ruth Roses friendship growing. But it also becomes a bit repetitive, with this fab duo demonstrating their extensive skills at solving cases, so well that it seems like they

can do it with their eyes closed. This plotline is present at the beginning of each book. Perhaps it would be more fun to have the kids try a case in each book, growing as they go.
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Dink Duncan, her best friend Josh Pinto, and the smartest kid on earth, Ruth Rose Hathaway, have the
whole alphabet covered. They are super detectives, and C is for Canary is great for middle school

readers. Its popular with kids everywhere, but arent holding their breath for television or movies. They
wouldnt want to know what they would look like anyway. A to Z Mysteries by Ron Roy features the

characters Dink Duncan, Ruth Rose Hathaway, and Josh Pinto. Its the third series in the 3-in-1 series,
with the first book being Don't Look Back, and the second being Help! Blue Green Eyes. These are

mysteries that are much like the television series, however they are easy-reading stories for middle
schoolers. Kids love mystery/crime stories, and with the new The Absent Author book, they can enjoy it
all the more. Children who love mysteries would love the extra edition featuring the missing from the

very beginning, and this is a fun title that connects with the new TV show. Kids have turned the pages for
decades on this series, and they never get tired of it. It has the feel of the television series, and

characters that are just like the TV show. The Absent Author book brings all of the characters together,
and makes it easy for kids to read along. The children in Green Lawn, Connecticut are bored. They like to
explore, however theres nothing to do except drive to the banks of the Putnam River or swim. Their best

friends Ruth Rose Hathaway and Dink Duncan are so bored that they decide to solve some mysteries.
Josh Pinto comes up with a great idea, but he needs help. Together, they solve mysteries from A to Z,
and they wont stop until they find out exactly what happened to the pets and how they disappeared.

These super detectives are about to take on the first mystery, and they decide to solve the big mystery
of the missing books in the library. Kids would never guess that they would need help solving the

mystery of the missing books, but they will find out a lot about the town, themselves, and the owners of
the missing animals when they find their pets! 5ec8ef588b
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